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Part III: The Sanctuary Dream

NOTE: Part three is a somewhat technical, overview of my current sanctuary concept. It is
included here for those who have an interest or are just curious - like an appendix. I tried to
keep it light by including only enough detail to give the reader a taste of what I hope to
accomplish.
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Preface

This sanctuary concept started out as a humble plan for an inexpensive, self-sustainable home for
my wife and me. It then evolved into a home with some cats, then a home with more cats, then a
home with many cats, until finally it became a small cat sanctuary.

If I had the financial means, I would build the facility myself. My wife and I would run it on our
own while I conduct experiments and develop the cat-specific systems. I would then slowly add
more and more space in preparation for whatever or whoever GOD might bring. If eventually
others grew dedicated to the cause, our facility could expand into a median sized sanctuary, then a
large sanctuary, and one day, possibly, many sanctuaries all designed around this low-overhead
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concept and each dedicated to a particular special need. (I dislike arbitrary limits, so I tend to plan
big just in case.)

Introduction

For many years this sanctuary concept has been an ever-changing, ongoing, casual mental-project.
The more that I happen to learn or discover, the more it evolves. In other words, because of so
many unknowns, it is not a single fixed-design concept. It is instead an interconnected collection
of categories of design considerations (potential worthy-design-options). This collection has been
gathered and manipulated over the years in an attempt to fulfill an ever-evolving list of
requirements based on a challenging set of criteria born out of what some might consider a rather
peculiar design philosophy.

Each design consideration is associated with it's own list of as yet unanswered technical questions
(one of the mountains I referred to earlier in part II). As one-by-one these technical questions get
answered, the design considerations in each category will rise and fall in preferability until
eventually one consideration will prove itself to be the most viable, feasible, cost effective,
appropriate, etc.

For me, this has been a fun mental-project, like playing a very long, casual game of chess. Up to
now, I have not aggressively pursued answers to all those technical questions - except for a few
here and there out of my own curiosity and I've often come up short. Since I lack the necessary
detailed knowledge in each technical area and don't have the space or money for experimentation,
attempting to answer this mountain of questions myself would be a time-consuming, inefficient,
haphazard process - like learning how to form and operate a corporation on my own. This is why I
will always seize upon opportunities to tap into the experience and wisdom of acknowledged
experts in various technical disciplines. I'm always looking for friendly technical advice.

Design Philosophy

This sanctuary concept was formed around a simple spiritual philosophy: "Keep it humble and
pure." I believe in all forms of responsibility, frugality and good stewardship, not just with my
own financial and personal resources, but with this entire planet and what it has to offer. And for
me, this simple philosophy represents well that aspect of myself and more --

The engineer in me will always favor function over form when it comes to this sanctuary concept.
I don't mind what each system looks like so long as it functions, for as long as possible, with
simplicity, efficiently enough to suit projected needs and is easy to access and repair. Longevity,
simplicity, accessibility and maintainability are how I define the concept of purity from an
engineering perspective.

From a spiritual perspective, my concept of purity for this project is a bit more complicated.
Purity for me involves avoiding the consequences of evil. God said that the love of money is the
root of all evil. So in every way possible, I try to steer clear of anything that represents a love of
money over that of GOD and His children. To avoid the effects of the love of money, I ask the
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question "what's the catch?" Then, I avoid the catch. It's that simple.

Purity also involves avoiding spiritually poor choices - such as taking shortcuts out of impatience,
laziness or carelessness, or favoring design considerations purely out of vanity, pride or
selfishness - and instead, laboring perpetually in support of the good, which in this case means
creating a stable, safe and peaceful environment that promotes health, healing and contentment.

Whenever my two concepts of purity (engineering and spiritual) come in conflict, I will always try
to seek a resolution through GOD's perspective. In matters of safety for example, I will humbly
accept increased costs and reduced simplicity and accessability. I learned that lesson with both
Daisy and Simon. (see part I)

The humble side of my philosophy involves patience and a willingness to toil for long periods
performing tasks others would avoid - the dirty jobs. GOD has provided me with a technical mind
and time in abundance. It's money I don't often have. So, I will compensate by spending my time
toiling patiently in humble ways to accomplish my goals, like when I gleaned materials from those
construction dumpsters and built cat-furniture. I believe this humble willingness pleases GOD.

Design Criteria

(1) Try to avoid environmentally hazardous or artificial materials that off-gas.

(2) Try to minimize the use of cellulose. (wood/paper/plant fiber - things that rot or burn)

(3) Utilize an effective combination of passive solar techniques to achieve a zero energy design.

(4) Adopt sufficient solar power technologies and recycling techniques to achieve a nearly non-
polluting, total green (zero carbon footprint) operation.

(5) Attempt to approach self-sufficient (zero overhead) operation. (This will never be completely
zero because of periodic maintenance/replacement costs, veterinary medical costs, insurance and
government taxes/fees.)

(6) Create a facility that, in every way possible, watches out for the cats automatically, like a
guardian, and promotes healthy activity and interaction.

(7) Design a facility that is expandable to meet future space requirements.

(8 - Part A) Avoid where possible material items that involve any unscrupulous method to
increase/force/perpetuate profit, such as those that:

are designed for built-in/planned obsolescence/depreciation/failure
contain deliberate/unnecessary non-standard/customized/hard-to-find/unreplaceable parts
are deliberately not serviceable or repairable
are made with inappropriate/unnecessary artificial/poor-quality materials
are deliberately constructed poorly using sub-par manufacturing techniques
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That now all-too-common complaint "they sure don't make them like they used to" is a direct
result of the kind of love-of-money attitude that I feel a great responsibility to defend against.
Lovers of money do not have my sanctuary's best interest at heart, and so I do not care to be at
their mercy. I would rather keep out the unpleasant consequences of their choices, and thus
prevent future disappointment, frustration, headaches and forced financial expenditures.

I'm willing to patiently seek out those rare, quality items-of-the-past or take the time to design my
own systems out of plentiful, common materials and even glean abundant materials which society
might generally consider worthless junk. (For example, the cat furniture which I built out of
discarded construction materials is of higher quality and value than anything I could have bought.)

(8 - Part B) Avoid where possible material items that are designed for any alternate, profitable
purposes, such as those that:

are designed for ease of shipping and storage solely for the manufacturer/merchant's sake,
not for the buyer's
are overly complicated with unneeded options, added to appeal to the widest market
have a fancy/vain/superficial form-over-function design
are designed for overly quick/convenient use

Material items in this category are typically not appropriate permanent solutions. The alternate
purposes for their design often interfere with their overall functional quality, maintainability,
longevity and simplicity.

(8 - Summary Discussion) The net result of this last criterion (Part A & B) will most likely be a
sanctuary facility containing many unusual looking systems that would seem more at home in
Thomas Edison's workshop or in a university laboratory where all essential components are
clearly visible for teaching purposes. For example, instead of seeing a couple of expensive, self-
contained, electric-powered, commercial freeze dryers with their many breakable parts and pricey
maintenance contract, you might find instead many large, evacuated, clear-glass bell-jars sitting on
shelves in a simple solar-powered walk-in freezer.

Attempting to meet this challenging set of eight criteria has provided me with many years of
mental amusement. I often get lost in thought about it. But inevitably, I reach a point where I am
blocked by all those still-unanswered technical questions.
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Technical Areas

The following is a partial list of the technical areas pertaining to the most currently preferable
design considerations. As questions are answered and considerations change, obviously so will
this list.

If you the reader, or someone you know, is an expert in any of these areas and would like to help,
I sure would appreciate it.

Primary:

Geology
Mining and Minerals Engineering
Sandstone Prospecting and Quarrying
Passive-Solar Roof Design
Natural Convection Airflow Design
Structural Engineering
Welding
Glazing - Broad Spectrum UV Coatings
Roof-mounted Solar Cell Technologies and System Components
Multi-functional Solar Collector Design (possibly)
Solar-(Stirling or Steam)-Electric Generator Systems Design (possibly)
Fuel-Cell Technology, Electrolysis and Gas Storage (possibly)
Ozone Production for Water Purification (Good or bad?)

Secondary:

Air Liquification & Fractional Distillation Micro-System Design
Promession
Freeze Drying
Chicken Farming (Animal Husbandry)
Aquiculture (Fish Farming)
Vermiculture (Worm Farming)
Aerobic Composting Techniques/Teas/Inoculates
Self-watering Wick-Pot/Barrel Design
Plant Pollination Techniques (mason bees, etc.)
Solar Glass Furnace Design (possibly)
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Fundamental Design Categories

What follows is a brief discussion of some of the more fundamental categories and how they are
interconnected:

Geographic Location
Construction Methods & Materials
Building Design
Roof Design
Design Categories Summary

* Geographic Location

One important requirement common to nearly all companion-animal shelters is the need to be
located within, or at least very near to, a populated area to more easily facilitate adoptions. With
some exceptions such as Pet-Smart in-store adoption centers, the shelter itself most often doubles
as the primary adoption location. As a result of this location requirement, shelter organizations
have had to contend with higher land values and property taxes, inflexible building codes,
expensive construction loans, high rents, and little control over utility options and costs, which
translates to considerable monthly overhead being carried by the donating public.

A LITTLE SOAPBOX COMMENTARY: Here again, my desire to avoid the effects of evil sets
off alarm bells. Those at the bottom of the profit food-chain, including the donating public, are
forced to bear ever-increasing financial burdens, as lovers-of-money continue to push and probe
for ways to extract dollars in exchange for absolutely nothing. Isn't this what GOD meant when
He spoke of dishonest gain? Because we are born into this economic system, we tend to accept
it as normal. But, how do you suppose GOD sees all of this? Greed is the underlying force
behind inflation. Real estate speculation and stock market venturing are merely socially
acceptable terms for gambling. Lobbying efforts by commercial interests create a constant
resistence to positive change purely for the sake of profit. It's all caused by love of money, and
those at the bottom who toil honestly feel a heavier and heaver weight as prices rise and quality
falls for no good reason.

Unlike shelters, the primary purpose of our sanctuary would be to serve as a temporary overflow
facility as well as a lifetime-care facility for unwanted, unadoptable cats, including those with
special needs such as blindness, FIV, diabetes, old age, arthritis, behavioral problems, etc.
Because we do not intend to function as an adoption center, we are not required to locate within a
populated area. Instead, we can look for inexpensive land with low property taxes in areas not
opposed to alternative construction methods. By developing custom, fully-integrated utility
systems to handle energy acquisition, alternate low-impact sewage treatment and water capture,
purification, storage and reuse, we can completely eliminate monthly utility overhead and free the
facility to exist off-grid if necessary.

This freedom allows us to consider a great many possible locations, provided they meet the
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following requirements:

Favorable zoning laws and building codes
Very low cost per acre and very low property taxes
South-facing building site (passive solar requirement)
Long east-west building site (future expansion requirement)
Water rights and accessible ground water - hopefully
Zero flood potential
Surrounding area is considered worthless for common commercial/agricultural purposes
Far enough from populated areas to avoid the effects of future population expansion

NOTE: The last two requirements above are aimed at the distant future. They are an attempt to
avoid the creep of land values and taxes for as long as possible to minimize future financial
burden.

By choosing a location far off-grid, there is one major complication that arises - where to find
helpers. Because shelters exist within populated areas, they can operate with the help of local
volunteers and paid staff. However, the farther a shelter is located from a populated area, the less
practical it becomes for daytime helpers to commute. For many all-volunteer organizations,
finding enough reliable, committed volunteers from within a local population is already very
difficult. Even if staff positions are offered at a reasonable wage, once unrealistic commutes enter
the picture, the odds of finding anyone drops to nearly zero.

This sanctuary concept was initially formed around the freedom of an off-grid existence and it has
evolved to include live-in volunteers. Farmers and Ranchers have their bunkhouses and this
sanctuary has it's modest studio apartments. Not restricted to local sources for day helpers, we are
now free to invite friends from all over the nation. Some may wish to volunteer for a short time,
such as veterinary school interns. Some may choose to stay. (see Volunteer Life below.)

Over time, the more quality, dedicated volunteers we find, the more cats we will be able to help
and the more the sanctuary will need to expand to support them. In order to help facilitate this
gradual expansion process on a low budget, appropriate, low-cost construction methods and
materials need to be considered.

* Construction Methods & Materials

A LITTLE SOAPBOX COMMENTARY: For centuries, both before and after the time of
Christ, many common folk lived in humble dwellings made of stone and clay. Even as recent as
the great westward expansion, America settlers often built homes here out of sod and adobe. But
once our nation developed efficient transportation systems and profitable mass production
technology, the average American homeowner got sucked into the race to "keep up with the
Joneses." Now, in today's energy-savvy, environmentally-conscious world, there is a growing
resurgence in that ancient, humble, alternative construction method known as "natural building."
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Natural building methods minimize ecological and environmental impact by utilizing abundant,
sustainable, indigenous, building materials such as clay, sand, straw, cordwood, rocks and earth.
Natural building also tends to rely more on manual labor than technology, which is helpful if you
have lots of time and/or many hands, but little money.

For this sanctuary concept, constructing the walls out of natural building materials is definitely
worth considering. I tend to favor natural building techniques that utilize the least amount of
biodegradable matter, such as rammed earth, earthbag and adobe. These are all worthy design
options, separately or in combination, and for a long time they were at the top of my list. That is,
until I heard of an obscure little town known as Coober Pedy --

Coober Pedy is the opal mining capital of the world, and is located in perhaps the hottest, most
barren part of the South Australian Outback. What makes this town interesting is that the majority
of the population live in underground homes carved out of sandstone, and enjoy a constant, year-
round, indoor temperature of about 77 degree Fahrenheit. In fact, most of the town itself is
underground, including retail shops, churches, hotels, motels, bed & breakfasts and even camping
facilities.

With the use of electric-powered, modern mining equipment, excavating an underground home in
Coober Pety is much faster, simpler and cheaper than conventional building methods, and of
course, these homes don't require air conditioning. Using the earth as a temperature stabilizer is
nothing new. It's a big part of the reason animals dig dens. The world over, humans have
employed various earth-sheltering techniques in construction for millennia. Since a homeowner's
largest energy expense comes from changing the temperature of things, the heating and cooling
cost savings alone make some form of earth-sheltering well worth considering.

But what really impressed me the most about Coober Pety is a place called "Faye's Underground
Home." A woman named Faye Nayler and two lady friends, using only picks and shovels, hand-
dug an entire house containing three bedrooms with walk in closets, a kitchen, living room, bar,
wine cellar, Billiard room and swimming pool - the very essence of low-tech, low-impact natural
building.

Although, the sandstone of Coober Pedy may be strong and stable enough to prevent roof cave-
ins, I know nothing about the physical properties of American sandstone deposits in comparison
or about applicable safety codes (technical questions). I also personally do not care for the idea of
a heavy roof of any kind. But, the notion of carving a home out of the surface of a sandstone
hillside is very intriguing, and there could be many suitable, "dirt cheap" locations to choose from
within the large Coconino Sandstone formation.

The Coconino spreads across the Colorado Plateau, including northern Arizona, northwest
Colorado, Nevada and Utah. It ranges from 40 to 400 feet in thickness and in some areas the
sandstone is conveniently exposed or under slight soil cover. There are likely other sandstone
formations worth considering as well, perhaps with higher quality stone (technical questions), but
I currently know very little about geology.

Ultimately, the specific combination of construction methods and materials selected to create an
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"annualized geo-solar," zero-energy sanctuary building will depend heavily on the physical,
geological and environmental properties of the chosen building site. And, with the liberal use of
labor intensive, inexpensive hand tools as an option, construction cost becomes more a factor of
impatience.

* Building Design

I'm afraid when it comes to architectural beauty, I lack that creative spark. My engineering mind
tends to think in modular and linear terms for the sake of simplicity and repeatability (to aid in
construction and future expansion). As a result, the outward appearance of my current design is
long, straight and down-to-business. However, all of the interior living spaces have been left open
to the architecturally artistic conceptualizations of others, provided of course they are functional
and non-extravagant.

In keeping with longstanding passive solar requirements, the long axis of the building needs to be
oriented East-to-West to allow for maximum southern exposure to solar energy in winter (good
for roof-mounted solar cells), and there should be a slight overhang on the south end of the roof to
block the direct rays of the summer sun (calculated according to latitude). Also, following an
important zero-energy design principle, the North, East and West outer walls should act as thermal
barriers and not contain any windows, and the roof must not contain any skylights or other angled
glass.

However, the South outer wall could be nothing but windows (probably 76 inches tall). A hallway
will run the entire length of the South side of the building to act as a thermal buffer zone between
the outer windows and the inner living-spaces. It should be wide enough (maybe nine feet) to
easily accommodate plants (barrels or very large pots, built-in flowerbeds or hanging pots),
furniture (benches, etc.) and large, rolling carts. All living spaces will share the same width
(somewhere around 24 feet) but they can be as long as needed to suit each rooms purpose. The
length of the building is an expandable parameter (according to future need), and is only limited
by available land space to the East and West. Once that is used up, another building can be started
to the North or South, and so on.

Aside from the roof, which will be discussed
separately, all the above building requirements can
easily be met using natural building methods at
ground level. Some form of earth-sheltering would
further enhance the thermal properties of the outer
wall's, but the most attractive option for me is
cutting into a sandstone hillside and using the
hillside itself as the foundation and the North, East
and West outer walls.

The interior walls could be constructed conventionally or out of a variety of non-flammable
indigenous materials. Natural walls should be made thick to increase sound absorption (to help
minimize colony stress) and thermal stability. Of course, there's also the issue of earthquake
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resistance (technical question).

However, what if instead all the interior structures were sculpted right out of the sandstone during
the initial site excavation? Working on the building site could become like working on a gigantic
statue. Instead of just constructing a building, we would be creating a work of art. The end results
could be spectacular, with very visually-appealing, natural living spaces. I personally don't have
the imagination for this, but there are a lot of people out there to whom GOD has given this gift. I
would love to see how these people might sculpt the following areas:

Designed For People Only:

Studio Apartments (with sink, microwave and small fridge/freezer unit of some kind)
Combination Storage/Walk-in Closet Rooms
Bathrooms (with wheelchair accessible amenities)
Large Kitchen
Laundry
Utility and Storage Rooms
Office
Library (possibly)

Designed For Cats:

Veterinary Examination Room
Veterinary Isolation Rooms
Veterinary Surgery
Living Rooms (quiet rooms for visiting with the cats)
Playrooms (noisy rooms containing playground equipment and interesting cat spaces)
Common Areas (no south wall separating it from the hall)
Hall Areas

* Roof Design

My current concept for the roof is multi-functional. Not only will it provide shelter from the
elements and serve as a platform for the photovoltaic electrical system, but it will also support
internal convective airflow.

During hot periods, the warm air, which
accumulates at the highest point in each room, is
provided a path of escape. The airflow rate is
controlled by vents. As solar radiation heats the
surface of the roof, the draft through the roof should
continuously transfer the thermal energy away, thus
preventing it from infiltrating the interior - that's the
theory anyway. This air might even be hot enough
to dry clothes.
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This method assumes a continuous source of cool incoming air, such as through subterranean cool
tubs and/or from a solar-powered absorption-chiller. If left open during cold periods, this system
could suck all the heat out of the building. But if air flow were forcibly reversed, the sun's
warming effect on the roof could be used as an alternate heat source.

The custom ceiling joists could be handmade on location - welded out of scrap rebar and angle
iron perhaps (technical questions). The underside of the top layer of the roof should be covered
with a reflective material to act as a radiant barrier. Both sides of the middle layer could be
covered with multi-layered aluminized mylar/Dacron insulation (M.L.I.). The topside of the
ceiling layer could also be covered with MLI - for cold nights or perhaps that's overkill (technical
questions). Airflow through the long, thin ceiling vents could be controlled by sliding a slotted
metal plate. The internal South vent need only be an insulated flap that closes to minimize
undesirable heat loss, such as at night.

* Design Categories Summary

The above-mentioned fundamental design categories (Geographic Location, Construction Methods
& Materials, Building Design, Roof Design) are just some of the many categories that exist for
this project. There is also passive/active heating/cooling and forced/convective airflow
design/manipulation/tunnels/duct-work, electrical power generation/storage/distribution/safety,
water collection/purification/distribution/heating, grey-water reuse, waste processing, lighting and
computer control/networking.

Most of these categories are heavily interconnected and often cross over into each other, such as
designing a roof for convective cooling - this has been done deliberately wherever possible for the
sake of synergy. As a result, a change in design consideration within one category can cause a
cascade of changes in many of them. This is no problem when it's all in your head, but for
construction to ever be seriously considered, a mountain of questions will need to be answered
and a large-hill of decisions will need to be made before costs can be added up. Hopefully in the
end, a very unique, inexpensive, highly functional, nearly self-sustaining, expandable sanctuary
design will emerge.

There is still so much more to this sanctuary. There is the veterinary surgery/office design/layout,
kitchen layout/storage/equipment/refrigeration, surface textures/coatings/reflectivity, handicap
accessability, cat-safe food-bearing plant selections/pollination/humidity/harvesting/processing,
soil preparation through aerobic composting and vermiculture, self-watering wick-pot/barrel
design and possibly the designing of a multi-functional solar collector and solar glass furnace.
This does not include the cat-specific systems discussed below.

Cat Systems

The systems which I am about to describe obviously do not yet exist. Although I have given them
much thought over the years, I lack the funds and the cat-free space required to construct, test and
refine my designs.
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Cat Playground Equipment
Cat Doors
Cat Tracking System
Cat Kibble Stations
Cat Water Fountains
Composting Litter Boxes
Cat Motels
Cat System Summary

* Cat Playground Equipment

Cats are generally quite gregarious animals. They like to visit with each other and, for the most
part, enjoy peacefully exploring their surroundings. If allowed to roam freely over a large area,
they will usually adopt daily routines that keep them healthy and fit.

When indoor cats become bored from insufficient stimulation, they will often resort to playful
stocking of other cats. This playful behavior is quite common and usually does not pose a problem
unless the cat being chased is timid, takes it too seriously and becomes afraid.

Unfortunately, chasing a scaredy-cat is so much more exciting and can quickly turn into a nasty
habit. The resulting intense, daily disruptions build up stress in the colony which can then lead to
very unpleasant, stress-related behaviors, such as spraying. Providing more space for the cats to
spread out can alleviate some of the stress, but it seems more responsible to restore the peace by
discouraging or preventing this scaredy-cat chasing behavior.

One way to prevent boredom is to periodically swap out the different cat toys and place them in
varying locations. This way, the toys will always seem new and interesting. Another way is to
have plenty of kitty playground equipment spread throughout the facility which has attention-
grabbing moving elements and sounds, activated either by the cat's presence or automatically at
regular intervals. Aside from the obvious feather and laser toys or bird baths and feeders viewable
from a window, such equipment could include:

a glass-shielded flat-screen TV or monitor showing cats, fish, birds, mice or small moving
objects
a tall, transparent wall with paper leaves or butterflies that blow around inside
a fully-enclosed marble-chute style game that uses hollow, light-weight, plastic balls which
are too big to pull through the many cat-paw holes and slots
a network of snag-resistant-fabric tubes laying flat on the ground, through which carefully-
timed balls are pulled back-and-forth on loops of wire, giving the illusion of a single mouse
attempting to escape through tunnels.
A portion of a room designed like a large pinball machine where furry balls are shot into the
air and roll along contoured surfaces toward a collection hole.

I bet there are many other more clever ideas out there for kitty playground equipment. Please feel
free to share yours. I can use all the help I can get.
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* Cat Doors

For those troublesome cats that still can't seem to kick the chasing habit, and for those who don't
trust each other enough to get along, keeping them separated seems the only viable option. But,
for the sake of exercise and their sense of freedom, keeping them permanently isolated from other
parts of the sanctuary just doesn't seem fair. One solution is to let the facility itself actively keep
them separated as they wander.

This could be accomplished by first fitting each cat with a collar-tag containing a Radio
Frequency Identification (RFID) microchip. Then, through the use of carefully designed,
computer-controlled cat doors, computer software could track each cat's location and enforce
segregation.

NOTE: Although I can not find any studies or cases that link subcutaneous malignant tumors to
microchip implants in cats, some studies have shown a link in a small percentage of lab rats and
mice. So for now, I shall choose caution over convenience, and use breakaway collars instead of
implants.

For this sanctuary, there will be at least two cat doors built into every wall which separates
isolated cat-areas. This means there could be six or more cat doors per room - two through the
West wall, two through the East wall, and two through the South wall leading into the long
hallway.

Each cat-door would consist of a tunnel built just wide enough and just tall enough to
comfortably accommodate one large adult cat. As a cat casually enters the tunnel, its pet-chip will
be activated to reveal the cat's identify. If the cat receives authorization to pass, the door will
quickly unlock allowing the cat to easily push through. If the cat is not authorized, the door will
remain locked.

The most challenging part of the cat-door design is the system's operation and the door shape and
location within the tunnel. I've considered many variations such as having a single door-flap or a
two door airlock design. Designs which accommodate typical cat operation are already in progress
(see the Tweeting Cat Door and the CATaLOG Project). The challenge here lies in building a
system that can safely and effectively handle all the unusual situations that can-and-will occur in a
multi-cat facility. Such situations include power outages, collisions, tunnel and door blocking,
running or chasing, mass panic and attempting to back up while partway through the door.

These cat doors are made more complicated by the need to accurately track and control each cat's
location. Cats are clever and determined animals. They will often expend much energy trying to
circumvent our attempts to control them. For them, it is an amusing challenge. Developing an
effective discriminating cat-door system is crucial to this free-roaming sanctuary concept. There
will be safe-haven areas where overly rambunctious cats will not be allowed. It would be nice if I
could guarantee that. I have given these doors much thought, and I am still not happy with my
current concept. I'm wondering if I may be over-thinking it a bit.

http://sites.google.com/site/ioanghip/catdoor
http://www.nermal.org/projects/catalog/
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My current cat door design now consists of a tunnel with a door at one end (the in tunnel), and
another tunnel right next to it with a door at the opposite end (the out tunnel). This in-and-out
style is similar to the doors that waiters use to enter and exit a restaurant kitchen. I suppose these
tunnels don't absolutely have to be located right next to each other, but I think it would be helpful
during a fear-and-panic reaction if an exit was relatively close to where a new cat first entered the
room.

This design consists of
a pair of spring-loaded
doors with a gap
between them. This
gap would be wide
enough to allow the
doors to fully close
and lock even before
the cat's tail has
cleared. Each door
could be made out of
thin, transparent
acrylic, formed into a
hollow, quarter-
cylinder shape with
very round edges. This
rounded shape might
allow a hesitant cat to
successfully back up
without the doors

catching on it's ribs or shoulder blades.

These light-weight doors with smooth, rounded edges might also feel more comfortable to the cat
as it pushes past them with its face. Then again, pushing against the doors with it's cheek bones or
eye sockets might actually be too uncomfortable, and running into a locked door might cause
facial damage. Perhaps these doors should be automatic. (Maybe I'm being overly concerned.)

One Option: The room-side of the doors could be coated with a reflective material that would act
as a one-way mirror. Cats inside the tunnel could still see through the doors as usual. But, cats in
the room would be blocked by their own reflection if they headed toward the wrong tunnel.
Without this reflective coating, a panicky cat might attempt to ram the familiar looking see-
through doors in its desperation to escape. (Again, perhaps I'm being overly cautious.) Making the
entry and exit points visually different may help to train the cats.

Another Option: Some playful troublemakers may choose to hangout near the doors and reach
through the gap to play with anyone inside the tunnel, or they may try to pull the doors open. To
discourage cats from door blocking, a proximity detector (like those in automatic doors at retail
stores or in automatic sinks in public restrooms) could be used to sense when a cat is getting too
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close. Then, the system could lock the doors and activate bright-white L.E.D. lights until the cat
leaves. A cat that is familiar with the system will know what's coming and move away. However,
if a cat chooses to linger, it will receive a short blast of compressed air to convince it to move. If it
still refuses, a second longer blast is sent. If that doesn't work, a third bast is sent with the air flow
rapidly disrupted, creating an unpleasant, vibrating experience. If the cat still remains, human care
givers will be called in to investigate. (For example, an object might have fallen by the door, but
the system doesn't know it's not a cat.) Cats that linger too long inside the tunnel could also
receive this compressed-air treatment free of charge to help encourage them to move along.
Eventually, they all would learn that these cat doors are not playgrounds.

One Problem: The biggest problem that I have with all my cat door designs is how to handle
situations where multiple cats are transiting too close together, such as during a panic. While one
authorized cat is transiting, another cat may come up from behind and push its head through
before the doors can close and lock. Once a cat figures out this technique, others could learn by
observation, possibly rendering these doors useless. Perhaps lowering the ceiling to shoulder
height would discourage overlapping. But, not all cats are the same height, and cats can crouch
surprisingly low while on the move, especially when scared. If the system could somehow detect
multiple cats and re-scan for pet-chips fast enough, this might not be such a problem. The
tracking system would still know every cat's location and care givers could be notified when a cat
is in an unauthorized area.

Another Possible Problem: For my design, the cat door's normal state is to remain unlocked. This
way, cats are not trapped if the power goes out. When a cat first enters the tunnel, the doors lock
as soon as the cat is detected, and they don't unlock until authorization is received or the cat
leaves. If an unauthorized cat is the first to enter a tunnel during a mass panic, I'm concerned about
what might happen if too many cats squeeze into the locked tunnel at one time. I need a way to
detect multiple cats (such as by weight perhaps) and release the door lock - assuming it can be
released when there is pressure against the door.

This door concept is not perfect, but it's a start. It will require much experimentation and
observation.

* Cat Tracking System

Regardless of how foolproof these cat doors are eventually designed to be, there will always be
the possibility of human error. For example, anytime a care giver opens a human door, cats may
try to run past. If the cats are observed, they can be retrieved. But, there will be times when they
pass unnoticed. And when this happens, the cat tracking system will not realize that some cats
have just moved to a new location.

What if a cat was not observed sneaking into a seldom-used room that contains no cat exits. Or,
what if a cat wandered unseen into a closet in an obscure location. In a sanctuary containing thick,
sound-absorbing, natural-built walls and a large population of free-roaming cats, it's possible that
no one would notice for a very long time that one had gone missing.
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But no worries. All cats must eat, drink and use the littler box sometime. And because of this fact,
the cat tracking system becomes self-correcting and aware of any cats that may have become sick
or even locked in a closet.

All cat doors and feeding, drinking and litter stations submit pet-chip serial numbers and usage
data to the tracking system. This system then records every cat's daily roaming patterns and
personal habits and regularly compares them to past data. And, based on individual, veterinarian-
determined deviation-limits, care givers are informed right away when something is amiss. This
system is also designed to notice anything that may be medically pertinent and veterinarians can
be notified via email to view the latest data over the Internet. This tracking system is in a sense an
automated cat guardian.

Once all the cat doors and stations are designed, all that is required to complete this tracking
system is a personal computer, some custom software and a network.

* Cat Kibble Stations

All automatic feeding stations will contain identical mechanical parts and operate the exact same
way. However, rather than have them all look uniform and boring, like a bunch of large gum ball
machines, their outer shape can vary according to the creative artist's imagination. For example,
one feeding station could resemble a stack of irregular, natural-stone tiles with a bowl shaped
depression carved into one of the tiles. Another station could look like a statue of an angel or
small girl kneeling with hands cupped to form a bowl. That's about all I can come up with, but I'm
sure those with artistic ability could create many beautiful and interesting designs.

NOTE: I'm looking for designs that are clever or have a natural or peaceful beauty, not morbid
comedy. For example, I'd rather not have a feeding station that looks like a bulldog with kibble
in it's mouth, waiting for cats to stick their heads inside.

These feeding stations will be spread throughout the sanctuary. They can look like anything and
be located anywhere that has power and network access. Somewhere at the top of each food
station there will need to be an accessible hole through which kibble is poured into a storage area.
The storage area will likely be large, but can be any shape. The dispensing mechanism is located
below the storage area, very much like a gum ball machine.

As a cat approaches the food bowl, a sensor of some kind (something appropriate to each artistic
design) will activate the station. A hidden antenna coil will need to be incorporated into the design
so that it is close enough to the pet-chip to read the cat's identity while the cat's head is near the
food bowl. Therefore, each unique design may require some experimentation to determine
optimum placement of this pet-chip antenna.

Once the cat's identity is confirmed, the cat tracking system will cause the food station to dispense
a specific number of food pellets according to each cats nutritional requirements, eating habits and
exercise needs. For example, after a certain amount of kibble is dispensed to a new, overweight
cat, the system may deny any more kibble for a pre-determined period. If the cat begins to wander
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and check other food stations, the system will record every attempt for later analysis. Once the cat
has wandered far enough, it may be rewarded with one or two additional pellets to encourage
wandering as a form of exercise. If a foraging pattern develops, the cat's daily rations will be
spread out over more stations to give the cat a greater feeling of success.

The more places a cat looks for feeding opportunities, the more distributed its kibble ration will
become, and so, the fewer pellets it will receive per station. This is optimal both for exercise
reasons and to reduce the amount of kibble that other cats can steal.

One Option: Some cats may walk up to feeding stations and watch them dump kibble just for
amusement. If they walk away without eating, perhaps a trap door, or vacuum could remove the
remaining pellets. I would need to collect data for awhile to determine if this would ever be a
problem. Perhaps using up their ration in this way and going hungry would automatically teach
them to stop.

* Cat Water Fountains

Because the cat food is dry and cats have such a low thirst-drive, many different kinds of watering
stations will be located throughout the facility to make drinking more interesting and fun. Some
water stations will pour straight up or at a slight angle, like a drinking fountain. Some will drip,
dribble or pour down like a faucet. Some may even run over various shapes, if germ transfer is not
a problem that is. All the fountains will be cat-activated and have a low flow rate. The wasted
water will be collected by the grey-water storage system for later agricultural use.

NOTE: At our house, when we let a faucet dribble, several cats will congregate at first to play
and drink. We also had a small sound-activated tranquility fountain that contained polished
rocks. Our cats learned that they could tap on the rocks to make it start. Rarely did they
congregate at the tranquility fountain since they had the freedom to drink at will.

Each watering station will have a single-cat pedestal in front of it. A cat must stand on this
pedestal before the fountain will activate. While the cat is drinking, its pet-chip is read and the cat
is weighed by the pedestal. Once the cat leaves the station, the cat-tracking system will record
weight, time, location and duration. If a cat remains on the pedestal for too long, the fountain will
shut off to conserve water.

* Composting Litter Boxes

This sanctuary facility will contain many specially designed litter closets. Each closet will hold
organic-litter supplies and two or more fully-enclosed, composting litter-box systems. Each litter
system is accessed by the cats from the outside through its own built-in cat-tunnel which will
function a little differently than the regular cat doors.

The transparent, spring-loaded doors of the litter system are held in the open position whenever
the litter box is unoccupied. Once a cat has fully entered the tunnel (approximately one cat
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length), the doors are released and their rate-of-closure is slowed to prevent slapping (like the
smooth way that some CD and cassette-tape players open). At the same time, the optional
compressed-air defense-system could begin guarding the tunnel entrance, just like with the regular
cat doors.

Whenever the cat inside the tunnel is within one cat length of the closed doors, they will remain
unlocked allowing the cat to leave at any time, and whenever the cat moves beyond one cat
length, the doors will lock. (These locks may not even be necessary if the compressed-air option is
employed and proves sufficiently effective.)

After a cat has used the facilities and is passing through the litter tunnel toward the exit, the litter
doors will appear and behave just like regular cat doors. The cat will push past the doors and they
will close behind it. For a short period, the doors will remain closed and locked to give the system
time to clean and prepare the litter area for the next occupant. When the system is ready, the doors
will open again.

When a chased cat runs into the litter tunnel just to hide out for awhile, as long as it does not enter
the litter area, the cleaning cycle will not initiate after it leaves. Just like with the regular cat doors,
compressed air can be used to discourage the cat from lingering in the tunnel.

Clumping, organic litter will be used, and the waste material can be weighed before it enters the
aerobic composter. After every use, the cat-tracking system will record the time, location, waist
weight and duration-of-use for each cat. Inexpensive webcams (Internet video cameras) could
even be used in the litter area to record footage for possible analysis by veterinarians. Cats are not
camera-shy and this footage could reveal serious medical conditions (such as F.U.S.), where early
detection and treatment can prevent suffering and even save the cat's life.

Because the litter doors close slowly, it's possible that more than one cat will run through the
tunnel and use the facilities at the same time. Having a bathroom buddy is not a problem, and the
tracking system will simply make note of it.

* Cat Motels

This sanctuary facility will contain one or more long, narrow motel closets. Inside each closet will
be cleaning supplies on the North wall and a grid of access doors (stacked like bus station lockers)
on the East and West walls. Each access door opens to reveal a two-level kitty motel, like the
cubicles at Pet-Smart in-store adoption centers.

Each motel room is accessed by the cats from a common area through an open cat-door tunnel.
The motel doors will close and lock once the occupant has "check in." On the second level, there
will be a cat bed located next to a window overlooking the common area. On the first level, there
will be a darker, more secluded area to sleep. Beneath both sleeping areas, there could be a
pressure switch to determine where the cat is spending its time.

All cats need solitude from time to time, some more than others, especially when they are not
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feeling well. These motel rooms will allow a cat to sleep undisturbed. They will not contain food,
water or litter, but they will collect usage data just like all the other systems. If a cat stays
uncharacteristically long, care givers will be notified.

* Cat System Summary

These networked cat-systems will capture and record every cat-event that takes place in the
sanctuary. Having this information can prove valuable in so many ways. Through careful analysis
of each cat's data, patterns can emerge revealing such things as personal preference or sudden
behavioral changes. Analyzing the combined data could also help us to better understand the
social dynamics of our domesticated, free-roaming colony of sterilized cats with varying pasts.
But most of all, this data is meant to reveal hidden problems which can be corrected to create a
more peaceful, stable, healthier environment for all. Although nothing can replace an alert pair of
eyes, it sure helps to have a cat babysitter on duty 24 hours a day, seven days a week, producing
data accessible via the Internet. With this system, we would have discovered Muffin's pancreatitis
a lot sooner.

Developing and refining these systems may take some time, but I will be doing this for the rest of
my life. I will never stop researching, thinking, inventing, testing, observing and evaluating. I
would love to have the opinions and advice of veterinarians and feline behavioral scientists.

If there exists somewhere a low-overhead cat facility with similar cat systems, I've yet to hear of
it. As far as I can tell, this sanctuary concept is somewhat unique. Given the time, lab-space and
resources, I believe that it is possible to develop these integrated cat systems mostly out of
recycled parts gleaned from discarded electronic equipment. The only custom-designed parts so
far are the right and left transparent-acrylic cat-doors.

Cat Food Production

Cats are obligate carnivores. Their stomachs are designed to handle any prey animal smaller than
they are, raw bones and all. They are not designed to handle bones hardened from cooking. These
can be dangerous. Their saliva does not contain enzymes that break down starches from grains
like human saliva does. Their systems do not cope well with excess blood sugar. Eating meat
alone is not enough. Cats need the bones to help them process the ammonia that comes from
converting the meat. Cats also need the organs for their nutritional value. The fact is, GOD
designed them to eat whole animals, plain and simple.

Today, obesity and diabetes in cats has reached an alarming rate. In an effort to help our cats
achieve optimum health, I have come up with an idea for making a raw meat kibble. I would need
to experiment with this idea to see how feasible it really is.

I would start by raising chickens and collecting some egg yokes. I would process the chickens by
removing just the feathers, beaks and claws, and possibly the intestines, but leaving intact the
stomach with its contents, the blood and everything else. I would place the whole birds in a meet
slicer and slice them into thin layers, allowing everything to fall into a bath of liquid air (or just
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liquid nitrogen). The brittle pieces would then enter a crusher/grinder or a vibration table
(something to turn the whole, raw, fresh, frozen, chicken slices into powder). The powder would
then be freeze dried. The dry powder would be thoroughly mixed and raw egg yokes would be
added as a binder. This mixture would then be shaped into pellets and freeze dried once again.
The dried kibble could then be put into mylar bags, pumped full of nitrogen gas to prevent
rancidification (oxidation of fat) and stored at room temperature.

Each pellet would essentially contain elements of the entire raw bird, like a micro-sized chicken.
However, I don't know if the kibble would be too hard or crumbly, would need flavor enhancers,
etc. There is a lot of experimentation to do here.

Volunteer Life

For those care givers who will work closely every day with the special-needs cats, the sanctuary
might seem like a remote cat sanitarium or loving retirement home. (These nurses of abandoned
kitties are the unsung heros.) Those who are volunteering their artistic ability, might see the
building as an ever-growing gallery of sandstone (These are the mood setters, the gifted sculptors
of beauty and joy.) Those with a scientific perspective might view the facility as a rich research
environment. (These are the thinkers, challengers and "evolvers", my kind.) But, to anyone with a
generous servant's heart, who is willing to toil daily in support of all, I pray that this special place
might come to feel like home, and everyone in it, family. (These people are the foundation, the
true strength.) It's hard to describe to someone exactly what life at the sanctuary will eventually be
like, except to say that it will be what you make of it. We each bring a little something.

Because of being located somewhere off-grid in the American Southwest, this cat sanctuary
facility (along with its solar energy systems, food plants and possibly chickens) might feel more
like an isolated ranch or farm in the middle of the desert. Some people will love it there. Some
will hate it. I know that the thought of living off-grid makes some folks uncomfortable, but I can
assure you, the cats won't mind it at all, and neither will we. We have that early-pioneer spirit -
and electricity. For those who are like us, leaving the rat-race behind, spending their evenings, cat
in lap, listening to a softly strumming guitar while viewing a peaceful southwest sunset, could be
just what the doctor ordered. With no rush for profit, life there could proceed at a more reasonable
pace. Work days will be shorter to provide ample leisure time for visiting with the cats.

All volunteers should be people who care about cats, or at the very least, are patient and careful
when moving among them. Eventually, having volunteers with one or more of the following
skills/gifts would be very helpful:

Veterinarians or Vet Technicians (would be nice, but not likely)
Handyman Skills (by that, I mean handy-person)
Gardening Skills (food plants and flowers)
Cooking Skills (food preparation and preservation)
Creative Skills (artists, designers, inventors)
Chicken People (by that, I mean people who know how to raise chickens for food)
People who can play a musical instrument
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For those volunteers who stay for the long term, it would be nice to have medical and dental
insurance for them, but I don't know very much about that yet.

Conclusion

Well -- there it is. You now have a fairly good introductory idea of what my sanctuary concept
entails. Some might think it's stupid and a waste of time, but I think it sounds wonderful. I would
be very content to live there and continue to make it a bigger and better place until the end of my
days.

Because of the litigious and money-centric nature of our society, it may become necessary to turn
this sanctuary into a nonprofit corporation right away, or in the near future. If I had my own
financial resources now, I'd start small and avoid incorporating for as long as I could to give
myself time to develop a working proof-of-concept without the hindrance of government and the
pressure to meet the IRS 5-year advance ruling deadline. However, since I have nothing, I don't
know what's going to happen, but I have to do something soon. I hope there are people out there
who will believe in us and what we are trying to do and are willing to get involved. - Thank you
for your time.

NOTE: People have hinted that I am being totally unrealistic about these cats. They've insisted
that we don't need to live under such a burden. It has been suggested more than once that we
should give them all to shelters or just take them out back and shoot them. To anyone who does
not believe in what we are working toward, I would like to say "Please save your breath. I will
not listen." Any cats who come under my care, become my responsibility. This I feel in my heart
and always will. As their guardian, I feel guided to create a special place, a home where these
cats and others with even greater need can live healthy and loved, a facility that will eventually
run with little dependence on money, a sanctuary that, during difficult times, can still function
efficiently with few volunteers. If you, the reader, feel guided to help us in some way to achieve
this, I would welcome your help gratefully. But if all you have to offer are words of
discouragement, then I would ask that you please remain silent and not attempt to rob me of my
strength.


